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ABSTRACT
At the beginning of last decade, in early 2000, few disruptive technologies had been proposed to replace the standard
Non-Volatile Memory technology in the semiconductor industry and to enlarge the memory application. As a fact any
new technology takes long time to be accepted; after the concept demonstration and the technology validation it must
enter into the production phase, demonstrating to be solid for manufacturing and strongly reliable for the product
specification. Another key aspect of a new technology is the medium-long term scalability with the perspective to
realize a memory cell and array that can be miniaturized following the leading edge roadmap. PCM technology is
demonstrating the capability to enter the broad memory market and to be a mainstream memory thanks to a new set of
features interesting for novel applications, combining components of NVM and DRAM and being at the same time a
sustaining and a disruptive technology. Moreover there are intense efforts on the PCM technology development. On
one side the industry is focused on the increase of the memory density through the scalability and the 3-dimensional
integration. On the other side the chalcogenide material research may facilitate the scaling path and especially enlarge
and open new application field. In this paper we will show the status of the Phase Change Memory (PCM) in the
semiconductor industry and the perspectives of the most important research lines for the near future.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Research on the electronic properties of chalcogenide alloys dates back to the original work of S. Ovshinsky in the
1950s. From 1958 to 1961, he investigated the chemistry and the metallurgic properties of amorphous semiconductors
and discovered two types of reversible switching phenomena [1]. The first mechanism, called Ovonic Threshold
Switching (OTS), is a field-assisted and reversible transition, which makes an amorphous semiconductor switch from
a highly resistive to a conductive state. Once the amorphous resistivity drops, a second transformation, called Ovonic
Memory Switching (OMS), may occur in several compounds. This mechanism is a reversible phase-change from the
amorphous to the crystalline state induced by the Joule heating due to the current flow. Despite some efforts were
originally devoted to exploit the OMS mechanism of chalcogenide alloys for the fabrication of solid-state memories
[2], the high currents and voltages required for the phase-change transition by the chalcogenide materials originally
exploited did not allow to match the required performance for the industrial exploitation of the Phase-Change Memory
(PCM) concept.
Starting from the 1990s, research activities were focused on alloys made by germanium, antimony, and tellurium (GeSb-Te ternary compounds), developing a phase-change technology usable for optical data storage and then exploited
in commercial applications for rewritable DVDs [3-4].
Boosted by the much better phase-change performances observed in Ge-Sb-Te chalcogenide alloys developed for
optical storage applications and by the fast growing of the Non Volatile Memory (NVM) market, at the beginning of
this decade in early 2000, Phase-Change Memories have been proposed to replace the industry standard NVM
technology and to enlarge the Flash application [5], due to improved performances compared to Flash (access time,
read throughput, direct over-write, bit granularity, endurance) as well as to their good scalability within the existing
CMOS fabrication methodology [6].

Fig.1 shows the development roadmap for PCM technologies. PCM cells were initially fabricated in 180nm
technology process with the aim to demonstrate the cell functionality and to select the most promising approach in
term of cell architecture [7-8]. At the same time test-chip vehicles were developed to provide the full concept
demonstration with working arrays of few Mbits (4 and 8 Mbits) and to identify the best selection transistor option
(MOSFET or diode/BJT) [9-10]. Based on these results, the diode/BJT approach with a cell self-aligned architecture
were adopted for PCM technology validation fabricating the first PCM product, a 128Mbit (256Mbit exploiting the
PCM MLC capabilities) fabricated at 90nm [11-12]. A further step for PCM industrialization took place few years
ago with the adoption of a 45nm technology platform for developing a 1Gbit NOR-like product based on a selfaligned “Wall” cell architecture. The 45nm generation PCM technology, with an effective cell as small as 0.015µm²,
finally demonstrated the capability of PCM technology to enter as a mainstream technology in the NVM market [1314].

Fig.1 History of PCM silicon development.

2. PCM TECHNOLOGY STATUS
The 90nm 128Mb product is the core of the PCM devices and a family of products has been derived to address the
requirements of several applications. Available with both serial and high-performance parallel interface, this NORlike memories can deliver up to 0.7MB/s in programming throughput. However, with respect to the existing NVM
technologies, key advantages for application in embedded systems are i) byte alterability, no erase is required and
direct over-write is feasible, just like a DRAM and ii) 1M write cycles delivering 10X NOR-Flash endurance
capability.
Strong reliability combined with high programming performances are a key feature of PCM technology. 1M
programming cycles has been reached through a careful optimization of fabrication process and programming
algorithms. However, extended endurance performances can be achieved, as reported in Fig.2, with up to 100Mcycles
demonstrated. This result represents an improvement of a factor 1000X over existing Flash memories reliability and it
opens the way to replace DRAM in some applications. In fact, direct byte alterability, fast programming cycles, high
read throughput, and extended endurance makes PCM technology in the position to compete with DRAM. Moreover,
the intrinsic non-volatility of PCM reduce the power dissipation needed by DRAM devices for the refresh operation,
thus clearly giving an advantage for mobile systems and in all the applications where low-power devices are preferred.

Fig.2. 1M cycles validation and 100Mcycles demonstration for PCM technology programming endurance.

The 45nm generation represents today the most advanced PCM technology and the 1Gb product is the reference
platform for the forthcoming p. For high performance and high density applications, a vertical BJT selector has been
chosen to keep compact the cell layout: the cell size (selector + storage element) is 4F2 (where F is the minimum cell
half-pitch). In our 45nm technology the base contact is shared by four cells and the effective cells size is 5.5F2. The
transistor architecture is based on an 8nm gate oxide CMOS for the cell operations and a 3nm gate oxide for the 1.8V
logic. The metallization scheme has been chosen considering the cell layout and the compatibility with the state-ofthe-art memory technology. 2 copper lines have been integrated in cell array with line1 used as Bit-Line (BL), line2
used as Word-Line (WL); an additional Cu line3 and 1 Al/Cu are used in periphery only.

Fig.3. A photograph of the 1Gb product and the achieved programming throughput.

Fig.3 shows a picture of the 1Gb product. It provides NOR Flash legacy specifications with additional features of bit
alterability specific to PCM technology. With a chip size of 37.5 mm2, this device has been designed for serving
mobile application with a power supply range of 1.7-2.0V and operating temperature range of -40/+85°C. The key
features for this product are related to the far superior performances, with an initial access speed of 85ns, a maximum

read throughput of 266MB/s and a program throughput of 9MB/s, more than 10x with respect to NOR Flash devices
and to the 90nm PCM generation.

3. PERSPECTIVES AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
With the latest developments, PCM technology has demonstrated its capability to follow the semiconductor roadmap
with the continuous scaling of the cell size by scaling the existing architecture and still providing good performance
and reliability. Apart the continuous shrinkage of the existing devices following the lithography reduction, there are
increased efforts for:
• exploring new chalcogenide alloys which may open new application fields;
• exploiting a true cross-point array which will allow vertical stacking of more than one memory layer.
Since alloys with a crystallization that occurs at very fast time or higher temperature will be of great interest [15], a
first important area of research will be the exploration of new chalcogenide alloys beside the widely used Ge2Te2Sb5.
The chalcogenide alloys have been widely studied for optical applications since many years. Instead the material
research for microelectronic applications has just recently started. Although GST has demonstrated to be suitable as
NVM for consumer applications, still there is interest in the modification of some material properties to enable the use
of PCM in other applications. In particular, increasing the 10-year retention temperature specification beyond the
actual 85°C capability [16] requires higher crystallization temperature alloys, while reducing the set time below the
actual hundreds of ns requires fast crystallization alloys. Recent findings show that GeTe thin films present higher
crystallization temperature than GST [17], and also superior data retention performances when integrated in memory
cells [18]. Fig.4 reports a measurement of the crystallization time for an alternative alloy with respect to the standard
GST. It can be noticed that crystallization speed is increased by a factor 2 in the new alloy, thus providing better
programming throughputs and more balanced performances between programming and erase operation.

Fig.4. Comparison of crystallization speed between GST 225 and an alternative alloy capable to provide a 2X
reduction of crystallization time.

Obviously these two requirements are driving the development lines in different directions, since the material
properties that fulfill both specification may not be the same (fast crystallization at high temperature for programming
speed, slow crystallization at low medium temperature for retention).
Another key development line will be the exploitation of new memory architectures based on a true cross-point array,
which will allow more than one memory layer. Different approaches have been already proposed presenting
alternative selector integrated in the back-end of the process, either as p-n or as Schottky diode [19-20]. Also
chalcogenide materials are very suitable for this approach, since they can be stacked both to form the memory
element, using the OUM phase change properties (like GST) and the selector element, exploiting the OTS behavior
[1]. This type of cell structure, called PCMS, has been recently presented, where a vertically stacked memory cell
composed by one PCM layer and one OTS layer has been integrated with very interesting results [21]. In PCMS, a
thin-film two-terminal OTS is used as the selector of the memory cell and it exploits the symmetrical blocking or
triggering voltage, i.e. the threshold voltage, of the amorphous alloy [22]. This provides the concept for an inhibiting
scheme to isolate individual memory cells in the cross-point array. OTS shares the matched physical and electrical
properties for the phase change material scaling. Given the compatibility of a thin-film chalcogenide stack with
mainstream metallization schemes (Fig.5), multiple layers of cross-point memory arrays are feasible. In this case the
cell size becomes 4F2/n, where n is the number of stacked layers. Moreover, this back-end technology is fully
stackable over CMOS circuits to achieve excellent array-efficiency and reduced die size. These considerations make
PCMS as one of the most promising technology for very high density memories, especially suitable for storage
applications.

Fig.5. PCMS array construction [21]. Logic CMOS is placed under the array, fully integrated in the BEOL.
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